Get serious. Dive for data the right way.

DeepSpar Start-Up Package

Do you have everything you need to start a successful DR business?

The DeepSpar team has helped hundreds and hundreds of data recovery service providers get started and successfully grow their business.

We have also seen many companies get into the DR business without the systems, tools, and skills they need to build a professional and profitable company – and fail.

Most DR company failures are related to these three problems:

Problem #1 - Limited technical ability to recover more data for your clients, fast and safely
Problem #2 - No attention to building a professional client management process
Problem #3 – Trying to do it on their own with hacked-together tools and under-investing in professional tools, processes, and advice

Most start-ups don’t have everything they need.

Many DR companies believe that all you need to run a data recovery business is some technology, ingenuity, and customers.

We believe – and our customers are proof – that it takes more than technology to start or grow a professional data recovery (PDR) company.

Reduce your risk.

DeepSpar will be your business partner. On average, one recovery per month will pay for your monthly DeepSpar costs.

We have helped hundreds of other DR companies – how could you go wrong?

You won’t fail with us . . .

Start-Up Checklist:
See if you have everything you need.

Technology Tools:
- A disk imaging tool that is built specifically for the data recovery industry
- Integration between all of your technology and business data recovery tools

Training:
- Product training that includes training on how to use the product in the data recovery process
- Hands-on training on most common data recovery cases with common hard drives

Case Support:
- Push-button access to data recovery experts who can troubleshoot your cases remotely
- Relationships with certified full-service data recovery companies to outsource more complex cases
- 24/7 online closed forum where you can collaborate with other data recovery experts

Business Systems:
- A communication management system that professionalizes customer communication

Business Advice:
- A professional review and discussion of your business processes
- A roadmap for starting up and growing your business

Low Risk Start-Up Plan:
- Minimal set-up fees – less than $500/month

Go online to get the complete checklist:
www.deepspar.com/checklist
The DeepSpar Start-Up Package Includes:

1. **Business Advice**
   Professional review and discussion of your business and technical processes and advice on what you need to start your professional data recovery company.

2. **DeepSpar Disk Imager™**
   All a disk imager needs to do is copy data? **False**!
   Every other disk imager on the market is made for data reproduction - copy data from one happy drive to another. Great, but . . .
   Trouble-free disk drives are not your stock-in-trade!
   The DeepSpar Start-Up Package includes DeepSpar Disk Imager, the only PDR disk imaging device that is up to the demands of professional data recovery.

3. **DeepSpar Operations Server™**
   A virtual communication management system that professionalizes your business and interactions with your clients. DeepSpar Operations Server also integrates with your PDR tools to automate time-consuming tasks like collecting information about files to be recovered, and downloading recovered data.

4. **Product Training Videos**
   These product training videos teach you the basic features of DeepSpar Disk Imager and DeepSpar Operations Server and the step-by-step method you need to use to get maximum results in the recovery process.

5. **PDR System Training for Start-Ups**
   This hands-on course teaches the best practices for business processes and technical processes. Trainees get training on every step of the business from how to set up their business processes to what to do on the first order request to how to diagnose and recover common cases.

6. **Case-Level Support**
   Purchase a service plan and gain access to the world-class DeepSpar data recovery team. Push a button and connect online with the DeepSpar technical team any time you need us to pinch-hit on a difficult case.

7. **Certified Partner Network**
   As a start-up, there will be times when you need to work with another DR company on issues you don’t have the tools to resolve – specifically, hardware repair issues. DeepSpar invites you into a network of certified partners.

8. **Product-Level Support**
   Free product-level support for the usable life of the DeepSpar tool.

   Lifetime access to the DeepSpar exclusive online customer community - collaborate with experts from other small and large DR companies on a variety of data recovery topics.

**Why DeepSpar? Because DeepSpar . . .**

- **Is the only** company to provide a complete system for DR start-ups.
- **Has 15 years of experience** in the data recovery industry.
- **Uncovered the 3D Data Recovery Phases & Issues that became a worldwide standard.**
- **Is the developer of the only dedicated PDR disk imaging device for the DR market.**
- **Is at the leading edge of the most up-to-date procedures for data recovery.**
- **Techniques and systems are widely used and proven, and data recovery experts swear by them.**